Puli Club Of America, Inc.
Saturday 10/20/18 In West Springfield, MA

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Rally Intermediate Class.
JUDGE: Mrs. Karen Wrey

85.0/1  6  CH BOWMAKER MY KINDA PARTY CD PCD BN RN FDC NAJ. DN 36824401. 05-02-13
By Bowmaker Satisfy My Soul - Pula-V's Here For The Party At Bowmaker. Pulik.

82.0/2  7  LAMBAK WOZ MEANT TO BE BN RN FDC. DN 45160105. 12-03-15
By Ch Schickedanz's Flyin' Wicket CDX HT - Ch Lambak Keeper Of Camelot. Pulik.

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Rally Advanced Class B.
JUDGE: Mrs. Karen Wrey

97.0/1  8  MAYDL'S MAZIK LOKSHN RA IT OAJ OF MX. DN 25035202. 04-28-09
Owner: Carole Hodes & Ben Hodes, Pittsburgh, PA 152432053. Breeder: Carole & Ben Hodes.

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Rally Excellent Class B.
JUDGE: Mrs. Karen Wrey

98.0/1  8  MAYDL'S MAZIK LOKSHN RA IT OAJ OF MX. DN 25035202. 04-28-09
Owner: Carole Hodes & Ben Hodes, Pittsburgh, PA 152432053. Breeder: Carole & Ben Hodes.
These dogs/owners have made a contribution with their entry to the Star Dogs for the AKC Canine Health Foundation.